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About Us
At ParkIt, we are passionate about revolutionizing the way people
experience parking and transportation. Founded during the early-covid
period by a group of young entrepreneurs, our next-generation smart
technology company is committed to creating innovative solutions that
simplify and enhance the parking ecosystem for commercial and
residential properties.

Our vision is to transform the parking and transportation landscape,
making it more sustainable, efficient, and user-friendly. We strive to
deliver innovative solutions that simplify the everyday lives of
individuals and improve the overall well-being of communities.



Smart Parking Solutions
- For Residents

For residential properties, we provide tailored smart parking automation solution

that enhance convenience and security. 

Similar to our commercial solution, we enable access only to registered vehicles,
ensuring exclusive parking for residents. 

Additionally, residents have the flexibility to add guest vehicles, granting
temporary access as needed. 

Our advanced technology optimizes parking space allocation, reduces
congestion, and provides residents with a hassle-free parking experience.



SOLUTION
(FOR RESIDENTS) 

SMART PARKING



Vehicle Entrance 

Database of Registered Vehicles

Vehicle numbers or FASTAG of the residents
shall be registered in the database.

Vehicle Recognition

Our ANPR Cameras or RFID Readers detect
whether vehicles are registered and have space
in real time.

Boom Barrier opens automatically to
allow the vehicles enter the premise
on its successful recognition.

Vehicle Entrance Permitted

Vehicle enters the residential complex.



Smart Consumer App

Residents or companies can invite
guest/visitor vehicle via registered mobile
number. They can also view logs on mobile
app

Security Dashboard

View parked vehicles, registered
visitors' vehicle, identify wrongly packed
vehicle.

Vehicle Entrance Prohibited Space & Slot Management

The count of occupied spaces of a
resident or company increases with
entry and reduces with exit in real time.

Vehicles would not be permitted to enter if
it is not registered or has insufficient
spaces.



Smart Parking Solutions
- For Commercials

Our smart parking automation solutions for commercial properties offer seamless

access control and efficient parking management. 

By allowing only registered vehicles and a limited number of registered vehicles
to enter the premises, we ensure optimal utilization of parking spaces. 

With real-time monitoring and guidance, we eliminate the hassle of searching for
parking spots, enabling a smooth parking experience for employees, customers,
and visitors.



SOLUTION
(FOR COMMERCIALS)

SMART PARKING



Vehicle Entrance 

Database of Registered Vehicles

Vehicle numbers or FASTAG of the company
shall be registered in the database.

Vehicle Recognition

Our ANPR Cameras or RFID Readers detect
whether vehicles are registered and have space
in real time.

Boom Barrier opens automatically to
allow the vehicles enter the premise
on its successful recognition.

Vehicle Entrance Permitted

Vehicle enters the commercial complex.



Smart Consumer App

Residents or companies can invite
guest/visitor vehicle via registered mobile
number. They can also view logs on mobile
app

Security Dashboard

View parked vehicles, registered
visitors' vehicle, identify wrongly packed
vehicle.

Vehicle Entrance Prohibited Space & Slot Management

The count of occupied spaces of a
resident or company increases with
entry and reduces with exit in real time.

Vehicles would not be permitted to enter if
it is not registered or has insufficient
spaces.



Experience and Expertise

Customer Satisfaction
Guarantee

Transparent and Open
Communication

Client-Centric Approach

Quality Assurance
Commitment

Commitment to Excellence

Why Us?

Cutting-Edge
Technology Utilized



+91-99201 21617 / +91-96647 25752

support@parkit.biz

www.parkit.biz

parkit.biz

Free Co nsultation
CONTACT US FOR 

We're here to help you find the perfect parking and transportation solutions

for your needs. Contact us today for a free consultation or quotation.

Let's discuss how ParkIt can revolutionize your parking and

transportation experience. Get in touch with us now!

mailto:support@parkit.biz
http://www.parkit.biz/
https://www.instagram.com/parkit.biz/

